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QUESTION 1

A BPM applicaton developer needs to create a custom dashboard to show the maximum, minimum and averaie sales in
the last 12 months. Only the sales manaiers can view the data in the dashboard in the process portal. In the exposini
secton of the custom dashboard, which setni must the applicaton developer set for the sales manaier to view the data? 

A. Set the "Expose to" feld to Sales Manaiers. 

B. Set the "Expose to start" feld to Sales Manaiers. 

C. Set the "Expose Business Data" feld to Sales Manaiers. 

D. Set the "Expose Performance Metrics" feld to Sales Manaiers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A BPM applicaton developer is reviewini a business process built by a colleaiue. The process is an applicaton that uses
business objects based on an industry standard data model and uses several inteiratons to back end systems that also 

use that data model. 

The process has been throuih a pre-producton test cycle and is not performini well. The main area of concern is with the
BPM client side Human Service where the coaches take too loni to appear in the browser when the task is claimed. 

Which of the followini BPM factors should the BPM applicaton developer include in their review of the badly performini
Client Side Human Services? (choose 2) 

A. Executon of complex validaton services 

B. Boundary events associated with services 

C. Size of business objects bound to Coach Views 

D. Size and number of complex variables passed to each client side human service 

E. The number of intermediate events associated with each client side human service 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

The BPM process center experiences a CPU spike, afectni the availability of process center for other users. It is
suspected that one of the services beini tested by the applicaton development team contains an infnite JavaScript loop,
thouih the process center does not have loop detecton excepton enabled. Where can the BPM applicaton developer fnd
informaton to indicate which service miiht be causini the issue? (choose 2) 

A. Process admin console 

B. Process portal debuiier 
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C. Browser debuiier features 

D. Process desiiner inspector 

E. WebSphere applicaton server loi 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has a healthcare enrollments business process that is to be implemented worldwide for all of it employees.
Part of the employment process are a set of steps that the company uses in several other business processes. These
steps may need to vary dependini on the laws of diferent countries and the plans that are ofered in each country. The
company wants to have a sinile process that is followed in every country but needs to be sure that the porton of the
process that is subject to local laws will comply with the laws of each country. Which BPM component should the BPM
applicaton developer use to meet these requirements? 

A. Subprocess 

B. Linked Process 

C. Dynamic Process 

D. Event Subprocess 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An existni Case Type implementaton is initated either by addini documents of a specifc document type to the BPM
document manaiement environment or manually by knowledie workers. Now, the case type needs to be enhanced, to
initate case instances proirammatcally. 

How does the BPM applicaton developer provide the capability? 

A. Drai the case type onto a swim lane 

B. Drai the case inteiraton service onto a swim lane 

C. Use a JavaScript API functon in a Script 

D. use a REST API for case in a REST call 

Correct Answer: A 
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